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PREPARATION FOR USING SYNTACTIC AND SEMANTIC 
INFORMATION IN A WORD PREDICTION AID 

Skeri Hurtrticurt 
Dept. of Speech Commurtication and Music Acoustics, KTH 

Abstract 

An adaptive word prediction program developed several years ago is 
being extended to include syntactic and semantic information. This 
expansion is still in progress and there are, as yet, no test results. 

INTRODUCTION 
A word prediction program was developed several years ago to allow ~notorically dis- 
abled persons using speech synthesis as a prosthesis to increase their typing speed 
(Hunnicutt, 1986). It has been used for a year and a half now and has been distributed to 
about fifteen persons, schools or institutions. In the interest of offering Inore appropriate 
predictions, syntactic and semantic components are being added. 

THE BASIC PROGRAM AND MODIFICATIONS 
The basic prediction program is run by simply typing one letter of a word at a time. If a 
prediction is possible, it is presented to the user after each keystroke. The user may then 
accept the prediction or type a hrther letter. In order to take advantage of word ranking 
due to syntactic and semantic factors, the program has been changed to allow five pre- 
dictions rather than a single one. 

In the basic program, a word is predicted based on word frequency and recency of 
use. Typing the first letter of a word results in accessing the most frequent word begin- 
ning with that letter from a special small lexicon. When further letters are typed, suc- 
cessive predictions are made from a large lexicon marked with word frequencies and 
from a lexicon that stores recently typed words. When semantic and syntactic informa- 
tion is considered, frequency and recency will still take precedence for the first two or 
three choices. The last two or three choices will take recently-used semantic classes into 
consideration. Syntactic information will be used to rank the five choices according to 
the likelihood of a particular word class occurring next. 

A lexicon containing word pairs is consulted when a word is terminated. If found, the 
word paired with it is automatically predicted without its initial letter being typed. In the 
new program, it is possible to give up to five choices for the second half of a word pair. 
The lexicon containing word pairs has therefore been expanded to contain these five 
choices. 

The large lexicon previously mentioned contains up to 10.000 w o ~  tls. the most fre- 
quent words according to published corpus statistics. Base programs i t 1  Swedish, En- 
glish, Norwegian and Danish are currently in use. The Swedish lexicolr col~tains word 
class information for use with the syntactic co~nponent. Word class is cu~retltly being 
added to the English lexicon as well. A study investigating the positive affect of per- 
fectly predicted word class showed a sniall effect in reduced keystrokes. However, it 
was noted that the exclusion of words with incorrect word class gave the user more 
pleasure and less frustration. 

Semantic categories have been added to the Swedish lexicon for 1,500 words. These 
categories are taken from the classification of international Blissymbols. (Storr, Reich, 
& McNaughton, 1982). There are six main categories, fifty subcategories. One main 



category is "Living Together." There are four divisions in this category: 
"Communication," "Transportation," "Occupations" and "Recreation." Each of these di- 
visions has between three and five subcategories. 

We hope to be able to report on results of tests regarding both reduced keystrokes 
and appropriateness of predictions at a later date. 
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